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INTRODUCTION 

Tasks play a central role in math lessons. However, not all tasks in mathematics 
textbooks are suitable for differentiated teaching because of their low “differentiation 
potential”, i.e., the implementation of specific adaptive task features in the deep 
structure of a task. We call a task with a high differentiation potential “adaptive task”. 
Our aim is to examine differences in teachers’ reasoning with task features when 
considering the differentiation potential of tasks. 

TEACHERS’ FOCUSSED TASK FEATURES 

In a study with N = 78 secondary mathematics teachers, we asked whether teachers 
were able to assess the differentiation potential of tasks—and we found that several 
different task features guide teachers in their reasoning (Bardy et al., 2021). Among 
these 23 features are those that focus on relevant features in the deep structure of tasks 
in terms of the differentiation potential, e.g., “openness”, “accessibility”, “goal 
differentiation”, and “difficulty” (e.g., Sullivan, 1999), but also those that focus on 
features at the surface structure, e.g., “layout” or “presentation” (e.g., Hammer, 2016). 

Given these broad variety of different task features, we aimed at extracting “prototype” 
of teachers that describe specific groups of teachers with similar focus when assessing 
the differential potential of tasks. A hierarchical cluster analysis revealed three types 
of teachers: with a broad focus on the surface and the deep structure of tasks (41%), 
with a focus on the deep structure of tasks in terms of the task content (40%), with a 
focus on the deep structure of tasks in terms of the differentiation potential (19%). 
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